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  SHARE PICK-UP CALENDAR

  WEEKLY HARVEST                         Your share will likely include:

Beets

Parsley

Salad Mix

Escarole

Cabbage

Bok Choy

  ABOUT ELIJA FARM

ELIJA Farm is a sustainable, non-profit farm
in South Huntington, NY committed to using 
environmentally responsible practices to raise high quality 
produce. The ELIJA Farm CSA is dedicated to enriching the 
health and wellness of our community through dynamic 
learning opportunities to its diverse membership.

Oh no! Aliens have made their way to ELIJA Farm! There are hundreds of spaceships looking 
things out in our field. I went to take a closer look, and low and behold, I was wrong, they 
were just kohlrabi. That was a close call, I thought we were being invaded by alien farmers. 
Kolhrabi is such a unique vegetable. It is a bulbous plant that grows above ground. In the 
Brassica family, it is known for its sweet and peppery flavor. Similar texture to broccoli stems, 
this crop is a great crunchy addition. You can eat it just as is, add it to a salad, roast, saute, 
steam or boil them! So many options with kolhrabi. 

*WARNING ALL PRODUCE IS FRESH FROM THE FIELD 
AND SHOULD BE WASHED.        

  MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR SHARE      APPLE KOHLRABI SLAW

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Combine all the ingredients for the 

dressing in a large bowl and whisk 
until well-mixed.

2. Add all the ingredients for the slaw 
and turn to coat in the dressing, using 
a spatula or your hands. Mix until slaw 

is well-dressed.
3. Enjoy!

INGREDIENTS
• 1 medium size bulb of kohlrabi, peeled 

and julienne sliced
• ½ of a small head of green cabbage, 

shredded

• ½ of a small head of purple cabbage, 
shredded

• ¼ cup of finely diced onion
• 2 large apples, peeled and julienne 

sliced
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Many of you know about our mission as an educational farm. We aim to 
integrate community members of varying abilities into life at the farm. Our 
inclusive and welcoming environment is the perfect place for people of all walks 
of life to come and learn a little bit about farming and be social members of our 
community. We offer classes to surrounding school districts and community 
programs, in the hope of bringing our students closer to their environment 
while learning life and career skills. We aim to further their education and 
develop a sense of community here at the farm. 
Our classes are always something different. Some days we are preparing our 
soil for the fields, other days we are planting crops in the field, and some days 
we are walking around observing and learning what is around us. No matter 
what we do with our learners, there is always a greater motive behind it. We are 
not just teaching about farming, but about the world we live in and how certain 
skills can pertain to many things outside of the farm. We truly are passionate 
about farm-based education here and know that it has a great impact on our 
learners. 

  FARMERS CORNER      EDUCATION AT ELIJA FARM VEGGIE PROFILE
Scallions

Scallions are also known as green onions. They are similar to 
regular size onions, they just have yet to form a bulb. Scallions 
flavor it a bit milder to that of an onion. They can be used raw or 
cooked 

  BONUS RECIPE!     GRILLED SCALLIONS

INGREDIENTS
• 1 bunch scallions, root 

ends trimmed
• 2 tablespoons olive oil

• 1/4 teaspoons kosher 
salt

• Freshly ground black 
pepper

SIGHTS AND SCENES FROM THE FARM

REUSABLE BAGS
PLEASE REMEMBER TO BRING BACK YOUR BAGS EACH WEEK!

Besides saving the environment, as many of you know we are a working farm that integrates individuals with autism and other 
disabilities in the daily and necessary tasks.  Our farm apprentices need you to bring your bags back so they can maintain and 

wash them to further provide vocational opportunities for our learners!

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Prepare an outdoor grill 

to medium high heat. 
2. Brush the scallions 

with olive oil. Lay the 
scallions on the grill 

until you see distinct grill 
marks, about 2 minutes. 

3. Turn the scallions over 
and cook about 1 minute 
more. Transfer to 2 
plates and serve warm.

There are several varieties of sorrel people consume and that may be for sale at farmer's markets. 

Common sorrel (Rumex acetosa) is the one most readily available at markets and nurseries for planting. It is a deep-rooted perennial 
that will last for years and years if it finds a spot it likes. It has a sharp flavor and somewhat large, arrow-shaped leaves. 

French sorrel (Rumex scutatus) is also cultivated, so you'll see it at markets sometimes. It 
has a milder flavor than common sorrel, with smaller and more rounded leaves. 

Red-veined sorrel (Rumex sanguineus) has, as you may have already guessed, deep red 
veins running through its leaves. It has a very mild, almost un-sorrel-like flavor with very 
little of the tartness usually associated with this plant. It does stand out in a salad. 

Sheep's sorrel (Rumex acetosella) grows wild in much of the United States. It is about as 
sour as common sorrel but with smaller leaves. It is foraged rather than cultivated. 

  TIPS AND TRICKS      SORREL


